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NARHAMS Helps Capital
Children’s Museum Launch
National Chemistry Week
 by Ed Pearson NAR 5694
  Three NARHAMS members
participated at Washington’s Capital
Children’s Museum commemoration of
National Chemistry Week, Sunday
October 19.  NARHAMSters John and
Mary McCoy and myself performed
“puff rocket” building sessions and a
model rocket display from 12-noon to
3 p.m.  Approximately 40 children built
the colorful little models and then sent
them skyward inside the museum.
  After the building sessions, John
conducted a Micro-Max launch on the
museum’s grounds to an assemblage of
approximately 100 visitors.
  The museum is located on 3rd Street
NE Washington, between H Street and
Stanton Road and has been operating
for the last 30 or so years.  The building
complex, or better yet call it a walled
compound, is old.  A cornerstone
located in staff offices reveals that the
facility was built in 1874.  The Little
Sisters of the Poor, a Catholic order,
originally operated the place and for
many years it acted as a nursing home
for the indigent before being sold and
made into the museum.
  The museum is a member of the
American Children Museums (ACM)
organization and is open daily except
Mondays.  There are charges between
$5-7 for general admittance.  A week
before we arrived, the U.S. Congress
passed an act redesignating the facility
as the National Children’s Museum,
based on its location, scope of operation
and longevity.  The ACM had
previously approved the proposal
before Congress acted, and museum
officials are hopeful that the new
designation will bring to the facility

additional visitors and revenue.  Last
year an approximately 30-thousand
people visited.
  As the NARHAMS helped the
children, Linda Coulombe, the
museum’s science programs director,
conducted chemistry workshop
demonstrations in a nearby lab.  During
the week of October 19-24, the museum
planned demonstrations on how to make
liquid nitrogen ice cream and talks by
members of the American Chemical
Society.  NARHAMS rockets, however
were the kickoff of activities.
  Linda also revealed that last year
NARHAMS was the first club that
partnered with the museum for activities
like building sessions.  Now several
groups have started working with the
staff.
  The ‘puff rockets’ came from the John
McCoy design workshop a year ago for
the first time NARHAMS helped the
museum.  NARHAMS members have
seen them as handout for the last several
months at meetings as NARHAMSter

Tom Ha has reproduced them and made
them available.  They are called puff
rockets because they are launched by
blowing into a conical launcher the
conical rocket rests upon.  A four-fin
unit keeps the model stable in flight.
Visitors built the launcher, rocket, fin

--Continued on page 3

John and Mary McCoy assist visitors at the Capital Children’s Museum in build-
ing  NARHAMS Puff Rockets.  Photo by Ed Pearson
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
a seven-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, & 2003

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WORLD WIDE
WEB

   http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS

Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOGZOGZOGZOGZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole     410-674-
6262

Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog (Vice-President) Jim
Filler

COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
four time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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From: Linda Coulombe [mailto:lcoulombe@ccm.org]
Sent: Sunday, October 19, 2003 5:08 PM
To: ‘John McCoy’
Subject: A BIG thank you!!

Dear John, Mary and Ed,
  I just wanted to thank you all SO much for coming today and kicking
off National Chemistry Week for us. It was such an honor to have you
all here with us and everyone had a BLAST-literally! The front desk told
me that people came JUST for the Rocket launch and that never
happens! It was obvious that everyone had a great time! Me, included!
  It was a grand day and doing that program with you all really
reminded me why I do this job.
  Thank you so much for all your time and effort! It was really
appreciated!!

Best,
Linda

Linda Coulombe
Science Programs Manager
Capital Children’s Museum

!

unit and then assembled the lot.  The
entire affair is made of paper and tape,
and if built well can travel several feet
in graceful flight.  John said he
designed them for the target audience
of ten years and above although a small
sample of seven children sitting at one
table showed a 12 year old and the rest
under ten (median age for these was
seven).
  Of course the launch was the highlight
of both children and museum staff
alike.  John put up 7-tiny models, while

Mary recovered the flown rockets and I
helped the crowd with the countdowns.
John launched three saucers, a flexi-
glider, a mono-copter, a spring-blade
helicopter, and one streamer model that
sailed higher than the four story building
complex.
  While packing up, John
enthusiastically answered the question
earlier posed him about what he enjoys
about model rocketry with, “THIS IS IT”
referring to helping others build and
understand rocketry.

Welcome New Members!
  This past month saw an increase in
NARHAMS memberships with 8 new
HAMSTER’s joining the ranks.
  Please join me in welcoming Katherine
Humphrey, Michael Humphrey, Anita
Rogers,  Jack Baker (all A divisioners),
Joey Czapliki (B division) and Paul
Rogers and Robert Stith (C division).

Mary waits for customers with the  model rocket display.  Photo by John McCoy

  I just got back from a trip to Disneyland
and San Diego. I was there during the
wildfires, and my plane landed in the smoke.
If you saw the pictures on CNN, San Diego
is right in the middle, and I flew through
that smoke trail. The picture can be found
at www-misr.jpl.nasa.gov.
  Ole Ed has a theory about roller coasters
and rocketeers. Most rocketeers are also
roller coaster enthusiasts. California
Adventures, the newest park from Disney,
has a coaster called California Screamin’.
This coaster doesn’t use the chain
mechanism to propel you. It stops, then
builds up pressure, probably using
magnetism, does a countdown, then propels
you through the ride. There is one spot it
uses the chain, and that is the hill before
the loop. (Yes, you go upside down in
Mickey’s face on the coaster).
  I don’t like those kind of roller coasters,
but I do like Space Mountain and the
Matterhorn. Unfortunately, Space Mountain
is closed until 2005, to be reopened for
Disneyland’s 50th anniversary. But I did get
to ride the Matterhorn several times. Of
course, the Indiana Jones ride is fun as well.
Maybe we need to make a Narhams club
outing to a roller coaster place in 2005. If
you have any suggestions, please let me
know. We will add it to next year’s planning
meeting.
  What does this have to do with rockets?
Well, Disneyland used to have a ride called
Mission to the Moon. When the US landed
a man on the Moon, it was changed to
Mission to Mars. The ride has been taken
out, but the rocket is still there. There is also
a poster about a ride called Starship X-1.
Anyone remember that? If you do, drop me
a note.
  The planning meeting was held October
4, and we have most of the year planned.
We have a trip to the Udar-Hazy facility
planned, several building sessions, and a
lathe workshop. Several of these can be
considered mini-vacations.

Zog Bubbles

Rambling From the Range
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A Joyous
Conundrum
by Ed Pearson NAR 5694

Jennifer added, “Yeah, he even
competes against his teammate.”)
  Jennifer Ash-Poole —  “I enjoy
building something that flies through
the air, and works most of the time. I
really like the engineering part
because I know the theory part. I do
competition because I needed the
challenge in my model rocket
building, and I have met lots of new
friends. (Plus using up one room in
the house for rocketry really irks the
hubby.)”
  Tom Ha – “It’s partly recreational.
It’s a part of my youth, and part of it
is the people.”
  Bill Harvey – “I’m in it for my son
and grandson…I like the club and the
camaraderie.”
  Ed Giugliano – “Oh, I don’t know;
it’s just something I’m good at.”
  Tom Bagg — “I enjoy seeing the
rockets I build fly. I enjoy seeing any
rockets fly. I love science fiction, Star
Trek, Star Wars; I like rockets enough
that I work for the space program at
NASA!   I do the outreach to schools
and scout troops for many reasons
some of the reasons are:
- Share my fun with the next
generation of rocketeers
- Seeing the excitement on a kid’s
face as her rocket flew is amazing
- Inspire new kids to enjoy science. 
The daughter of my day care
provider was poor in math/science
until I got the family to the   GSFC
Open House.  She got inspired and
got A’s in science from then on.  She
is now in the Marines.
- Where else can you get paid for
having fun!”
  Jim Filler — “As a young man I
enjoyed anything to do with models
and airplanes, natural progression
was to model rockets. I was the
typical “BAR” and left in the teen
years to return in my late 20’s. The
thing I would say I enjoy most about

the hobby is being on the field with
friends and fellow ‘geeks’ speaking
rocketeese. When I am on the field
flying rockets, it is a great source of
focus, in other words all of life’s
worries and problems disappear from
my brain. Great stress reducer. One
of my favorite sayings, and I did
speak of it at SCST is very simple,
“A bad day of flying rockets beats a
good day at work anytime!””
  Don Brown – “1. I like to build
things. Ever since was a kid I have
enjoyed building kits of all types:
plastic cars, boats, airplanes. Plus
balsa airplanes. I used to enter every
model building contest that the local
hobby shop in Essex, MD held.
Rocketry satisfies my desire to build
and finish model rockets. As Kevin
Johnson will confirm I get attached
to the finished product (he says TOO
attached). Scratch building and
upscaling are very interesting to me.
I like to show off my various upscales
of the Estes Quark. I have a 1.25” and
a 2.6" diameter version so far. I am
planning a 4" diameter version next.
  2. I like to see what other people are
building and flying. There is some
great stuff out there. I especially like
to see the variations on the same
model that are at a launch. I am
getting more interested in gliders but
RC is not in my plans, yet.
  3. I really like to help kids who are
interested in rocketry. Many times I
don’t get to fly my rockets because I
spent most of the day helping kids to
prep and launch. But I still have a
great time. I am enjoying doing
building sessions a lot.
  4. I have drifted into and out of
competition over the past few years.
Murphy’s Lawyers is a kind of semi-
serious attempt to get points for
NARHAMS in the quest for another
national championship. Murphy’s has
changed members but is still alive and
well!

  “Model Rocketry is FUN,” I heard
Howard Galloway yell out as he
walked the range at NARAM-13.
Somehow the proclamation stuck
and Howard and his declaration
became inexorably linked.   We know
what Howard got out of the hobby.
How about you?
  This question was recently posed by
a reporter for the Pittsburgh Pulp at
Steel City Smoke Trail 3 (October
11-12).  (Yes Virginia, there is a
Pittsburgh Pulp; I looked it up on the
Web and although I couldn’t find any
on-line editions, there were
references to the Pittsburgh City
Paper filing an injunction against the
1.5-year old Pulp from using the City
Paper’s free newspaper racks to
distribute Pulp’s editions).
  The question seemed fair and I
asked some rocketeers there and
afterwards these questions, “What do
you enjoy about model rocketry?
Why do you do this?”
  Here are the answers I received, by
the time of this writing (10/15 at 3:26
am—who needs sleep; so little time,
so many rockets!).  I hope you find
their answers insightful and
interesting.  For purposes of
anonymity, we’ll just use the person’s
first and last names.  This is in no
particular order.

“What do you enjoy about model
rocketry?  Why do you do this?”

  Kevin Johnson – “Hot Rocket
Babes.”  (Pregnant Pause) “I’m sure
they exist.”  (Longer Pause)
“Somewhere.”
  Chris Kidwell – “Competition.  I’m
a competitive person.”   (To which
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  5. I really enjoy the people who
belong to NARHAMS and others
who come to our launches. I have met
many new people and really like to
share my hobby with them. A day on
the rocket range is a great opportunity
to socialize and fly rockets.
  6. I am not a BAR. I am an NBR
(new-born rocketeer). My son David
got me into rocketry when he asked
for a kit for his 12th birthday. His
mom and I got him an Estes Patriot
starter kit. We flew it at Goddard a
few times and then went to
Middletown. I got hooked on rockets
right then. That was over 8 years ago
and I am enjoying rocketry more and
more every year.”
  Unknown – “I don’t know.  (Pause).
I don’t know.  (Long Pause and
finally perplexed,)  I don’t know.  It’s
FUN.”
  Howard Galloway would have been
proud.  How about you, what do you
enjoy about model rocketry?  Why
do you do this? !

HAMSTER Swap Meet
Tom Bagg is looking for a replace-
ment wood nose cone for a Big
Bertha model.  Tom can be
reached via email at:
tbagg@qssmeds.com.

Do you have something you’re
looking to buy sell or trade?  Drop
the editor a line at
zog43editor@yahoo.com to post
your request in Zog-43.

ZOG-43 Mail Call By Kevin Johnson NAR 77083

  I recently got an email from Zog-43 subscripber Steve Koehler that included
a couple of questions about the Zog. Steve wrote..
“What is the origin of “Zog” and the medieval castle theme on the
newsletter?”
  Well Steve, I  checked around and found some answers for you.
  The general consensus is that “zog” is the sound a rocket makes as it turns
for the 3rd leg in a Z shaped flight-- ZIG ZAG ZOG!  Former president and
Zog-43 editor Jim Filler said, “ZIG ZAG ZOG is 100% correct,” and John
McCoy confirmed this, “... you are right on with the third leg of the flight ,”
but added, “There was a King Zog in medieval times, but I  have no further
info. That’s Alan Williams’ department.”
  Digging deeper into the question of “ZOG”, I contacted Ole Ed Pearson
and convinced him to kick his memory into gear.  Ed replied:
  “The ZOG question has confounded members for decades. I am guessing
about 20 years back someone (and I am thinking it was Tom Lyon) theorized
that it was the sound a rocket made zigzagging through the sky. Our original
membership card and logo featured what looked like a Z-shaped cloud and
that’s where that theory grew from.
  Others discovered that an ancient ruler of somewhere, like Albania, was
called a Zog and so the princely context grew and the club president became
the Zog. Jim Filler and Bob Austin were the big leaders fostering this with
Bob giving the officers the royal court names. Interestingly, he called the
secretary the keeper of the holly words (sic) giving it a mirthful tone which
later was changed to holy words by subsequent editors.
  In the late 60s and early 70s, Bruce Blackistone went to University of
Maryland where he helped form Markland (a Maryland medieval
recreationlist organization and part of the Society for Creative Anachronisms)
outside of school and while in school formed the Maryland Medieval Militia
(whose weapons were confiscated when student rioting broke out in response
to the Viet Nam war). When he rejoined NARHAMS years later, he generated
quite a few Attila of NARHUNS comic strips for the Zog-43. In his earlier
years with NARHAMS and I’m guessing between 1968-74, he was a leading
NAR bard, adapting popular songs for NAR contexts. Bruce always used
his guitar case to hold the rockets he would fly, probably the most infamous
being his Valkerie E-powered canard glider. Valkerie is an old Norse word
meaning ‘drops like a brick, but amazingly only twangs when it hits.’”
  As for the castle on the back of the newsletter, I had to track this down
through multiple sources.  Ed Pearson thought it was Jim Filler who put the
castle on the back cover while he was editor.  Jim Filler tells me that it was
John McCoy who invented the castle as something fun to do and add some
artwork to the newsletter.  John confessed that the Castle was an attempt  to
maintain a medieval motif after the president’s title was changed to King
Zog, with “Ye Ol’e Rocket Works”.
  Ed also hinted that there was more to this topic, “People tell me that we
will really find out about the derivation of the term Zog, Zog-43, and learn
more about these weighty matters in March 2015—a mere 12 years away.”

!
  Do you have a question for Zog-43?  Send it by email to
zog43editor@yahoo.com.
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Skywriter:
Kit Review by Matthew Filler

NAR  71947 “A” Division
  Building the skywriter was pretty
fun, at HobbyTown USA, in
Frederick, MD. I  had a little trouble
building the Skywriter, due to not
building a sport rocket in so long.
I’m very used to building

competition models, and having to
put Kevlar in it. But building
Skywriter was fun and fairly
straightforward for an Estes kit.
  On November 2nd at the Goddard
Space Flight Visitor Center in
Greenbelt, Md.,  I got to launch my
Skywriter. It looks just like a pencil.
It went up straight as an arrow, to
maybe 300 feet in the air on an  A8-
3. But at apogee it separated. (I think
this is because it was poorly prepped
by my father.) It came down in two
different pieces. The parachute,
nobody watched, but we still found
it. The body tube landed at around
60-70 feet away from the launch
pads.   This was an interesting
experience, the building and the
falling apart. I had fun with this

Skywriter.

A Filler Sighting at
Goddard ?
By Jim Filler NAR  27862
  On Friday I heard the weather
forecast for the upcoming first
weekend of November. Wow…..
sunny, pleasant and temps around 70
degrees. Since I work retail,( that
means weekends) I decided to make
a management decision and work a
half day on Sunday and head over to
the NARHAMS launch at GSFC
which happens every first Sunday of
the month.
  The regular group at Goddard every
month was surprised to see Matthew
and I arrive for the launch. Short
sleeves and warm sun were the order
of the day. No surprise that a lot of
people decided to take advantage of
the unseasonable weather and head
out to see and fly at the model rocket
launch. The center manager DJ,
counted over 120 people on sight
right before launching started.
Complete with a few dozen Cub
Scouts, the crowd seemed to
outnumber the spectators.
  We managed to launch six flights
and even got them all back! Many of
the Cub Scouts were launching
Gnomes, and to no surprise, most of

them separated. Estes should
consider upgrading their recovery
systems on their kits. The bean
counters must have a different
agenda. Oh well. We had a great time.
It was neat to see everyone there, and
it will certainly not seem as long until
nice weather approaches next year.
  With winter just around the corner,
I guess it is time to start building that
NARAM-46 scale model. You are
going to NARAM aren’t you? It is in
nearby Virginia next August and will
certainly be a great event. So start
building now, before you know it it
will be here. There are rumors of
NARHAMS making another run at
the national title, if we deicide this,
we will need everyone to pitch in and
fly in support of the flub at upcoming
contests. OK< editorial mode off.
Since leaving as your editor, it does
seem strange to write something for
ZOG-43 again. I know Kevin would
love to have something from you as
well. So get typing and send him
something!
  Oh and by the way, when I prepped
Matthews’s Skywriter (see previous
article, this page) the Estes elastic
shock cord that was tied to a Kevlar
mount actually snapped, so I take no
blame just for the record!

Pictures on this page- Left top:Matt and Jim Filler working on thier pencil rock-
ets. Left bottom: Don Brown checks the recommended motors for his Skywriter
and fails to see the G80 on the list. Photos by Kevin Johnson

!

FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

!
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Calendar of Events for

 2003-2004
Nov 14 -Monthly meeting, finishing
techniques
Dec 5 -Monthly meeting, pot-luck
holiday party
Dec 7 - Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Dec 13 -Sport launch
Jan 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jan 9- Monthly meeting, Lathe
discussion
Jan 10- Building session, lathe hands
on practice at Jennifer Ash-Poole’s
house
Jan 17- Sport Launch, Icicle theme
Jan 31- Cadet building session
College Park Aviation Museum 10 am
- noon
Feb 1- Publinc launch, Goddard
Space Flight Center
Feb 6- Monthly meeting, scratch
building design
Feb 14- Sport Launch, Red Rocket
day
Feb28- Tour of Steven F. Udvar-
Hazay Center, Dulles Airport
Mar 5- Monthly meeting, Pratt
Hobbies building session
Mar 6- Cadet building session
College Park Aviation Museum 10 am
-Noon
Mar 7-Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Mar 13- Sport Launch, KATE-2
section meet, night launch

Mar 27- Sport Launch, no theme
Apr 2- Monthly meeting, 1/4A Flexie
building session
Apr 3- Cadet building session,
College Park Aviation Museum 10am-
noon
Apr 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Apr 10- Sport Launch, OPOSSUM-8
open meet
Apr 25- Rockville Consortium of
Sciences building session and launch
Apr 30-Monthly meeting, Old Timers
Reunion
May 2- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
May 8- Sport launch with CPA,
Newville, PA
May 15- TARC Fly-offs, Great
Meadows, VA
Jun 5-6- Sport launch and ECRM-31
regional meet
Jun 5- Monthly meeting Hobbytown
USA, Frederick 7:30-9:00 pm
Jun 6- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jun 26-27- SPAAR regional meet,
Newville, PA
Jul 2- Monthly meeting, Mold-
making/casting discussion
Jul 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jul 10- Sport launch, US scale models
theme
Jul 18- Goddard Contest, Goddard
Space Flight Center
Jul 30- August Meeting
Jul 31-Aug 6- NARAM-46 national
meet, Great Meadows, VA

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver up
to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Jennifer Ash-Poole at 410-674-6262 or
visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in stock!

NARHAMS members get special
brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

!

  If anyone would like to do a
review of either one of these Japa-
nese model rocketry books, please
let me know.  I’m sure we’d all like
to see what’s inside the “Perfect
Manual”!
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Tech Tips 008
Competition Piston

Launchers
A Help Series

Dedicated to the dissemination of Detail model building
methods and techniques.  Materials and methods presented

here are not intended as the best or only solutions to the
modeling challenge(s) discussed, rather as methods and

procedures which have a proven record of success in actual
use.  Please keep experimenting with new materials and
techniques as this is the only way to expand the fields of

knowledge.
by John E. McCoy  Sr. NAR-15731 05-12-91 - revised,

expanded and updated: October 25,2003

Building your Own:
  A piston launcher can give that little added edge in
competition.  Building one is not a difficult or expensive
project and may help with a new skill or two along the
way.
  Building a reliable piston launcher is simple and can
be fairly quick.
A bit of History:  The Dowel & Casing Pistons:
  The very first pistons were  simply a wooden dowel
with a spent 13mm  or 18mm motor casing glued to one
end.  An 18” length of BT-5 or Bt-20 body tube form  the
slide shell with another piece of spent motor casing glued
into the bottom end of the slide tube as a stop.  Two
small holes were punched about 3/8” in for the top edge
of the slide tube on opposite sides 180 degrees apart.
That was it! a very simple tool.  This apparatus is then
mounted on a stand or anchored to another launch rod to
support the ½” dowel vertically.  The model is pressed
onto the slide tube firmly by wrapping tape around the
motor just enough to make a tight but movable joint.
Each lead of the installed motors igniter is threaded
through the holes and gently passed to the outside of the
slide tube without dislodging the taped in igniter from
the motor nozzle while setting the motor/model
combination firmly on the top of the slide tube.  Micro-
clips are connected to the exposed igniter leads and we’re
ready to fly.  This type piston works pretty will, as
evidenced by all the 1st place ribbons and trophies they
secured in the mid 70’s and early 80’s.  While very crude
and not the most efficient design they will do the job.
Metal Head Pistons:
  These improved pistons are the next step up and the
ones we will spend the majority of this article discussing.
Similar in design to the dowel piston, metal head pistons
no longer leak those first precious puffs of exhaust gas
out of  the igniter lead holes or around this sometimes

sloppy fitting slide tube/casing head joint, while reducing
some of the paper on paper friction.
  Building a reliable metal head piston launcher is an easy
task, some might even call it fun.  Begin with the purchase of
the raw materials needed.  If bought in standard lengths and
packages there will be enough material to complete at least 4
working pistons for just over $24.00 ($6.00 each)

Parts List:
  Most of the parts are shown in the photo above, in stock
lengths or handy pieces from the scraps bin.  Each Metal
Head Piston will require:
a)  1- 3/8" O.D. 1/4" I.D x 22" long piece of alum. tubing.
Usually a Lowe’s or Home Depot item a thinner wall 3/8"
OD tube could be substituted.
b)  2pcs 3/32"OD x 1" long thin wall brass tubing.
c)-a  1pc 1/2" OD x 3" long thin wall brass tubing (for 13mm
pistons). OR
   -b 1pc 21/32" OD x 3" long thin wall brass tubing (for 18mm
pistons).
d)  4 feet of 18 gauge stranded copper Hook-up wire.
( I use 2' of red and black but one color is sufficient)
e)  1pc 3/16" x 2" aluminum or stainless steel rod. (a straight
section of an old damaged 3/16" launch rod works great for
this item).
f)  1pc. 1" x 1" x 1-1/2" minimum size wooden block  This
can be any material that will serve as a base mounting/ support
block.
g)  1pc 12 to 18" long BT-5 or BT-20 body tubing.
(Note:  Some of the BTC’s are using short 9" travel
“Optimized Pistons”.  If choosing this method a 12" long
section of tube is required on a 3" metal head piston.)
h)  1pc 1/8" by 13mm or 18mm tube coupling or motor stop
ring. (piston slide tube stop)
thinner and lighter phenolic rings/couplers are best .
i)  1pc 1/4" x 1" x 1/64 3ply aircraft plywood
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(igniter tubes insulator strip) 1/32nd will work in a pinch
but makes alignment difficult.
j)  2" wide masking tape.  different amounts for each motor
class.
k) A small amounts of Cyanoacrylate adhesive, 5 minute
epoxy,  solder and soldering paste.

l) support tube mounting and slide tube travel adjustment
fasteners options:

 Above is a photo of my method of adjustment/mounting
with (3) 3/8" brass hex nuts and (3) 8-32 x 1" brass thumb
screws to hold the support tube in the base block and adjust
the slide tube bottom of travel on the piston.   These are
nice but not required.  I will walk through the stop
fabrication a little later.
  For general use two #8 x 1" long wood screws can be
used to fix the aluminum support tube and 3/16" steel
mounting rod to the wooden base block.  Slide tube
adjustment can be done with a cloths pin or other clamp.
These items will be more full explained in the construction
text below.
Construction:
   Begin the fabrication process by cutting 2 pieces of 3/
32" brass tubing 1" long and 2 lengths of 18gage stranded
copper wire about 24" long.  Strip about 3/8" from both
ends of each of each wire.  This length is important as we
do not want to fill the brass tube with solder or wire.  Cut
two or three very small pieces of 50/50 resin core solder.
Insert solder pieces into one end of each 3/32" brass tube.
Apply soldering paste to the exposed copper wire and insert
into the tubes.  Heat the tube/wire combo with a soldering
iron until the soldering paste bubbles and/or solder is visible
at the bottom tube/wire joint.  Make two igniter lead tube/
wire pieces.

Please note the up angle of
the 3/32" tube during
soldering to prevent the
 upper half of the tube from
becoming clogged with
solder.

   Once both 3/32" tubes are mounted on wires,  strike a center
line on both sides of the 7/32" x 1" piece of 1/64" plywood.
Carefully CA one 3/32" tube along the line on each side of
the strip positioned  1/8" below the forward end of the
plywood.  Once both sides are dry,  insulate with liquid electric
tape or a wrap of black electric tape as in the photo below.
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This Tech Tip will continue next month, describing the
method for making an 18mm piston head.

Get Your NARHAMS Gear Here!
Through a special arrangement with T-shirt magnate Richard Hickok, club members can now order t-
shirts and sweat shirts to proudly show your association with the oldest rocket club in the NAR!  The
shirts feature a small 2-color NARHAMS logo on the front and  a large 2-color logo on the back.  That’s
4  screens, however the NARHAMS member price includes no screen fees!!

The T’s  are the 6.1 ounce pre-shrunk all cotton Gildan brand shirts as seen at a recent club meeting.
The same mill that Dr. Kidwell recommended after a meticulous survey of his T-shirt collection.
Sweatshirts are 90% cotton and come either as crew necks or with hoods and a front pocket.

T-Shirt Prices Sweatshirt Prices
Kid’s....$8.50 Crew Neck (SM thru XL).....$18.00
Adult SM thru XL....$9.00 add $1.00 for 2XL, $2.00 for 3XL
2XL.....$10.00 Hooded, front pouch pocket, non-zipper front (SM-XL)..$21.00
3XL.....$11.00 add $1.00 for 2XL, $2.00 for 3XL
4XL.....$12.00

To place your order, contact Vice-Zog Jim Filler at a club meeting, by email at zog139@yahoo.com or
by phone at 301-524-4447.  If you make your order by November 24th, you can pick up your shirts at
the December pot luck party!

!

  Use 2" wide masking tape to build up a centering spacer
for the piston brass head, 1/2" tube for 13mm pistons or 21/
32" tube for 18mm pistons which will also require addition
size shimming.  Apply the masking tape even with the end
of the 3/8" aluminum tube rolling the tape on as smoothly
and tightly as possible, until a very tight friction fit is
obtained.
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This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

!

  On a gray breezy day last month
thousands of people got in their cars
and reluctantly left home. U.S. east
coast highways were thick with
traffic. Schools were closed.
Businesses shut down.
  Perfect!
  When powerful Hurricane Isabel
arrived some 38 hours later nearly
everyone in the storm’s path had fled
to safety.
  Days later Vice Admiral
Lautenbacher, in a briefing to
President Bush, praised the National
Atmospheric and Oceanic
Administration (NOAA): “Without
NOAA’s excellent track forecasts,
hurricane Isabel’s toll on lives and
property would have been even more
devastating. This is NOAA’s first
year of providing 5-day forecasts-and
the 5-day forecast for Isabel was as
good as our 2-day forecasts have been
over the last decade.”
  Many people in NOAA played a
role. A team of pilots, for instance,
flew Gulfstream-IV High Altitude
Surveillance jets right up to the
approaching hurricane, logging
25,000 miles in the days before
landfall. Their jets deployed devices
called dropsondes-little weather
stations that fall toward the sea,
measuring pressure, humidity,
temperature and wind velocity as
they plummet. The data were radioed
back to the aircraft and transmitted
to forecasters on shore.
  While two Gulfstream-IV crews
flew night and day around the storm,
a NOAA satellite named GOES-
EAST monitored Isabel from above.

(GOES is short for Geostationary
Operational Environmental
Satellite.)
  From an orbit 22,300 miles above
the Atlantic Ocean, GOES-EAST
had a unique view. “It could see the
entire hurricane at once,” says Ron
Gird of NOAA. “Scientists used
infrared spectrometers onboard the
satellite to estimate the height of the
storm clouds, their temperature and
water content. GOES can also
measure the temperature of the ocean
surface-the source of power for
hurricanes.”
  Constant streams of data from
GOES and the Gulfstream aircraft
were fed to supercomputers at
NOAA’s Environmental Modeling
Center in Maryland where
sophisticated programs, developed
over the years by meteorologists and
programmers, calculated the storm’s
most likely path.
  Supercomputers. Satellites. Jet

airplanes. Scientists. Programmers.
Pilots. It took a big team using a lot
of tools to predict where Isabel would
go-accurately and with time to spare.
  Says Vice Admiral Lautenbacher: “I
hope everyone at NOAA shares the
pride of being part of a team effort
that so effectively warned the public
of impending danger and enabled
citizens to take action to protect
themselves and their loved ones.”
  Well done, indeed.
  To learn more about the GOES, see
www.oso.noaa.gov/goes/ . For kids,
the SciJinks Weather Laboratory at
scijinks.nasa.gov has lots of fun
activities and fascinating facts about
the wild world of weather.

GOES-East satellite image of hurricane Isabel as it makes landfall on September
18, 2003 at 1715 UTC.

Hurricane Teamwork
By Dr. Tony Phillips
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Launch Schedule
SPORT LAUNCH

Goddard Space Flight Center
Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

December 7th

SPORT LAUNCH
Middletown Park
10:00AM-4:00PM

December 13th

SPORT LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

January 4th

Next Issue’s submission
deadline is DECEMBER 1!


